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GO ISSUE 09

WELCOME NEWS
Welcome to issue nine of GO magazine, which is bursting at the 
seams with so much going on in the Kawasaki Riders Club since the 
last issue.

Many of this year’s events may be behind us but in this issue you 
can read all about our World Superbikes Hospitality event which 
took place at Donington Park in May. Our annual World of Kawasaki 
event took place on 28 June at the impressive Rockingham Speedway, 
showcasing all things Kawasaki. While we were challenged by the 
Great British weather it failed to dampen spirits with the Ninja H2 
owners session unleashing the supercharged Sportsport bikes onto 
the track, led by James Ellison and Chris Walker.

With membership numbers greater than ever we decided it was high 
time we got to know you all a bit better so not only can you pick up the 
phone and have a chat with us, drop us an email, send us a message 
on the forum and meet us at events but you now can now keep up to 
date with everything KRC on Facebook too. Search Kawasaki Riders 
Club on Facebook to find out more.

Still to come this year we have yet another GO magazine set to arrive 
in December which will be the 10th issue so expect something special. 
We will pack it full of news from the summer events organised by your 
local dealers and Ambassadors, Motorcycle Live, British Superbikes 
and lots more.

I’m sure you’ll not tire of hearing about the Ninja H2 and Ninja H2R  - 
we still have plenty of new and exciting content for you on the only two 
production supercharged motorcycles in the world. We hear from one 
of your fellow members, Bob Clegg on what it’s like to own the beast 
day to day, James Hillier breaks records at the Isle of Man TT festival 
and Tom Sykes talks about his Ninja H2R passion.

But while there has been a lot of focus recently on the larger capacity 
models such as the Ninja H2 that doesn’t mean we’ve forgotten about 
the ‘baby’ Ninja models. Check out our superlight feature for some 
new model coverage. 

GO Enjoy!

Eleanor Berry
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0% APR Representative finance now available on MX1 and MX2 Kawasaki’s

For the first time since 2005 Kawasaki launches 0% APR 
Representative finance on its MX1 and MX2 class bikes.

Running from 1st July to 30th September and funded by Kawasaki 
Finance the offer is available on 2015 and 2016 variants of the KX250F 
and KX450Fs.
 
Kawasaki’s UK Sales Manager, Craig Watson said:
 
“Team Green is something that we want as many riders as possible 
to be part of, so we are backing up our aggressive retail prices by 
launching 0% APR Representative finance over 2 years subject to just 
a 10% deposit.  Our 2016 KX250Fs are due any second and the all new 
KX450F will be landing in showrooms during August making now the 
perfect time to get your order in.“
 
Get in touch with your local authorised Kawasaki dealer for more 
information.

Example Costs:

KX250F 2015
Cash Price Deposit  24 Monthly Repayments
£6,349.00  £709.00  £235.00

KX450F 2015
Cash Price Deposit  24 Monthly Repayments
£6,649  £673.00  £249.00

Credit is subject to status and is only available to UK residents aged 18 
and over. This finance offer is only available through Kawasaki Finance, 
a trading style of Black Horse Ltd, St William House, Tresillian Terrace, 
Cardiff, CF10 5BH. This finance offer is Hire Purchase.
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KRC is on Facebook

We have recently launched the Kawasaki Riders Club Facebook 
profile! We’re very excited about having yet another way to 
communicate with you, our valued members.

We still have the member’s only website and forum which are 
here to stay but have decided that with membership numbers 
at an all-time high it is time we jumped on board with our very 
own Facebook profile.

Search Kawasaki Riders Club on Facebook to find us, add us 
and say hello! We will be posting all sorts of content, sharing 
the latest Kawasaki News, announcing exclusive competitions 
and chatting to members so get involved at:
www.facebook.com/KawasakiRidersClubUK

A Date for your diary

Motorcycle Live is back at the NEC on 28 
November - 6 December and tickets go on sale 
on Monday 3 August at 9am. - and we’ve got 
some great stuff planned...

We’ll be there with our full range of machines 
and possibly some new ones - but shhhh! We’ll 
also be joined by Kawasaki sponsored riders 
for exclusive interviews throughout the week. 

As well as our stand showcasing all our 
latest machinery and merchandise, stunt 
extraordinaire Lee Bowers will be performing 
three shows a day in our experience area. 
With stoppies, endos, burnouts, wheelies and 
acrobatics in his repertoire, prepare to be 
amazed at how he bends the laws of physics 
aboard his green machines. 

We’ll be revealing more as we get closer to the 
event - so get the date in your diaries and we’ll 
see you there.

NEWS
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Following the enormous success of the Ninja 250R which has now 
grown 50cc to become a 300, the 2016 model range now includes no 
less than two quarter litre road bikes each forming the first rung on 
an established Kawasaki family ladder.

“But I am a member of the KRC and I already have a bike” you might 
say, “Why tell me about these tiddlers ?”… Well the fact is that we can 
all do something to ensure that motorcycling thrives in this country, 
and recommending a bike to start a friend on two wheels is one sure 
fire way to increase the numbers of bikes and bikers in the UK.

The all-consuming need for bigger and heavier bikes is becoming a 
thing of the past as many riders look for light weight, manoeuvrability 
and economy, three of the core features displayed by the Ninja 250SL 
and Z250SL.

For many riders, one of the 250SL models may be the only bike they 
want or need to own so it was important for Kawasaki’s design team 
at K-Tec to make both machines fun to ride and a solid long-term 
ownership proposition. That meant strong engines that pull from low 
revs and do not feel strained despite often being held at high revs 
under load for extended periods.

The result; two machines that belie their small size and relatively low 
capacity that are genuinely fun to ride for even the most world weary 
rider. And that’s the point – which has been reflected in the ER-6n, the 
Z1000 and even the Ninja H2 – Kawasakis of any capacity should be 
fun to ride and offer an emotional attachment making the bikes more 
than a mere machine.

That sentiment is shared by the UK motorcycle press who have 
given the diminutive duo the thumbs up. Whilst not entirely aimed 
at a female audience it is hoped that many women will decide to 
make a Ninja 250SL or Z250SL their first foray into genuine biking.  
Appropriate then that MCN’s first ride was by Emma Franklin, a 
woman with vast experience of bike testing and an interest in small 
bikes as she races a Honda RS125.  

Emma called the Z250SL “a proper little bike” in her review 
commenting that “the lack of mass is immediately noticeable. Just 
pushing it out of the garage is as simple as handling a mountain bike“.

And the value for money aspect did not escape her attention saying; 
“For a bike that costs £3649, the ZSL doesn’t look or feel like it’s built 
to a price”.

Of course the test focusses mainly on the handling and performance 
of the bike with commenting that it was “Sharp yet super stable, 
around town, the Z250SL‘s nicely pitched wide bars give you the 
perfect leverage to dart in and out of traffic…that’s the surprising 
beauty of the little ZSL – you can actually ride it bloody hard. ”

Awarding the range newcomer five stars from five – and saying 
that the Ninja 250SL is “basic lightweight sports biking at its best”, 
MCN echo the sentiments of other publications in enjoying the new 
lightweights with a heavyweight punch.

So, if you know someone on the verge of taking up biking – or thinking 
of crossing over from a scooter - tell them about the new 250s from 
Kawasaki. And if you are a long term owner, take a look at our quarter 
litre past heroes section showing just how much heritage we have in 
the quarter litre class.

250 Revival
Kawasaki’s quarter litre class beaters

NINJA 250SL
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QUARTER LITRE

Kawasaki Quarter litre heritage
The general perception of Japanese motorcycle manufacturers is that 
they undermined the dominant and long established British motorcycle 
industry from the ground up producing small, lightweight bikes.

In the case of Kawasaki it’s true that early domestic machines were 
small but the first model that made a mark in export terms was the 
650cc W1 – ironically a machine sharing many facets of the BSA 650 
of the time. 

Samurai
In terms of the quarter litre class, Kawasaki introduced the twin 
cylinder Samurai, a bike with an evocatively Japanese style name 
and amazing performance for its time. With disc valve induction like a 
racing machine (identical to Kawasaki’s A1R 250 racer), the Samurai 
had full instrumentation, a ‘Superlube’ oil tank and oil pump to 
precisely mix oil and petrol and even two steering dampers – needed 
when you consider the Samurai had a claimed top speed of 103mph.

250cc highlights:

With a toe-hold in the booming American market – the focus for all 
Japanese manufacturers of the time – the next wave of bikes arrived 
with more style, more innovation and, crucially, more performance. 
Having cut their teeth on racing in classes that favoured two stroke 
engines, the majority of Japanese factories’ went down the simple to 
manufacture two-stroke route for their road bike ranges.

S1 Mach 1
Lumped in with Yamaha and their YD range and Suzuki with the 250 
Hustler, Kawasaki could be accused of being ‘just another twin cylinder 
two stroke’ in the late 60’s and early 70’s – so the KHI Akashi factory 
made a move and adopted a three cylinder, across the frame engine 
layout complete with three exhausts in an asymmetric layout of two 
on one side and just one on the other. The S1 matched the Samurai in 
terms of performance claims but added brash in your face styling to the 
mix too. The overt colours and graphics were matched by a distinctive 
exhaust howl set to echo round many a high street and neighbourhood 
in an age when you could ride such a machine with L plates and no 
training…no wonder the triples gained a hairy reputation.

Z250SL

6



KR250
Released in 1986 but never officially sold in the UK due to its potentially high price, the KR250 is now a very rare and sought after beast. With a tandem 
(fore and aft) twin cylinder engine, the configuration was just the same as Kork Ballington’s world championship winning KR250 racing machine.

KL250 & KT250
Kawasaki’s first four stroke “trail” bike, the KL250 was a good attempt but rather overweight 
for off-road use combined with too little ground clearance. The venerable KL made way for a 
succession of better and better quarter litre on/off road machines in the KLR and KLX ranges. 
The KT250 was a two stroke trials bike developed by the late Don Smith. With a twin spark plug 
head for hot and cold range plugs and such innovations as a chain oiler with the oil held in the 
swinging arm, the KT is now highly sought after in the world of classic twin shock trials.

7



QUARTER LITRE
Z250
Just as the worthy and “dependable” 
Z750 twin replaced the nasty and 
iconic H2 Mach IV, so the Z250 twin 
took the place of the KH250 even if 
they were temporarily sold alongside 
each other. Styling wise it was 
impressive and certainly delivered 
far more MPG than a two stroke 
triple. The Kork Ballington replica 
to celebrate world championship 
success was more glitzy even 
though apart from capacity, it shared 
nothing with the architecture of his 
two stroke tandem twin KR250.

KR1/S
This and the even higher performance
KR1-S were a revelation when launched
in 1989 and 1990 respectively.

These stroker screamers re-established 
Kawasaki’s two stroke performance 
credentials – even if they were twin 
cylinder machines and not triples.

Water-cooled, light-weight and with 
the potential to win production races, 
the KR1 series are just as popular 
and valuable now as they were at the 
time of their launch.

KH250
Much the same story as the S1 in 
reality but add the potential of a more 
raucous exhaust note with the arrival 
of ‘expansion chamber’ exhausts plus 
K&N pod air filters as the essential 
‘boy racer’ add ons. Think Allspeed 
or Micron and you will be on the 
right lines…add a haze of two stroke 
smoke and a 17 year old’s ambition to 
be noticed is fulfilled.

Sherpa and Super Sherpa 250
Sadly never sold in the UK, the Sherpa series combined a responsive 
single cylinder four stroke engine with a composed and compact 
chasis package. An ideal lightweight trail machine, the Sherpa series 
were all that the KL series were not. 

8



Ninja 250
It might be a simple formula – to refresh an older twin-cylinder water-cooled engine and add some Ninja style but the Ninja 250 effectively 
reinvented the quarter litre class in the UK and caught other manufacturers napping. Understandably most customers had no knowledge of the 
previous ‘250cc culture’ instead just wishing to have a lightweight, stylish and peppy 250…some more mature riders even traded Ninja ZX-10R’s 
in for them!

9



QUARTER LITRE

Ninja 250 SL
A single cylinder Ninja, whatever next! Actually the Ninja 250SL is a 
simple and effective formula combining a trellis chassis, light and 
flickable handling plus a seemingly un-burstable single cylinder 
four-stroke power plant. Kawasaki marketing calls it a ‘fun to ride’ 
bike and despite the blandness of the statement, it’s true the little 
Ninja is a hoot.

Z250 SL
Latest in the Kawasaki quarter litre line, the logic of the Z250SL 
is inescapable, making the Z family available to even the newest 
powered two wheel fan. As the ‘first rung’ on the Z family ladder the 
lithe Z250SL shares many styling cues of its larger siblings and can 
cut the mustard in the competitive environment of urban commuting 
and riding.

10



the season so far 

It’s been a busy year for the GBmoto 
team; we caught up with them half 
way through the British Superbike 
season to see how they were getting 
on and how their debut road racing 
season was going… 
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It’s been a record breaking season to date for the the GBmoto racing 
team. They not only took their first ever British Superbike win at 
Donington Park at the first round of the season but they also bagged 
their first ever BSB ‘double’ after James Ellison took the top step at 
Brands Hatch in both races. 

GBmoto has been competing in the British Superbike Championship 
since 2012 and made the move to partner with Kawasaki in 2014. For 
the 2015 season, James Ellison and James Westmoreland complete 
the team line up and have certainly made their mark on the BSB grid. 

The 2.4 mile Donington Park circuit played host to the first round for 
the BSB boys and girls in April. Despite the cold weather, dry track time 
on the opening day of practice enabled both James Ellison and James 
Westmoreland to dial in their Kawasaki Ninja ZX-10R machines. 

Starting from second place on the grid, Ellison took GBmoto and JG 
Speedfit’s first ever MCE British Superbike Championship victory - as 
well as Kawasaki’s first BSB win at the circuit since 1999. 

GBmoto Racing Team Principal Mark Smith-Halvorsen was 
understandably happy about the victory: “Firstly, it was absolutely 
fantastic for JG Speedfit, GBmoto and everyone involved in the team 
to take our debut victory in the first race of the year.” 

Second round on the calendar took place at Brands Hatch on the Indy 
circuit - and another round of ‘firsts’ for the team. Ellison topped 
the time sheets and made the most of his pole position start in race 
one. Despite an early pace car deployment closing his lead, Ellison 
continued to set fast times - breaking the lap record in the process - 
another incident saw the pace car out again and Ellison had to work 
hard to build the lead over the final four laps. 

Race two was no different, Ellison had a strong lead but a pace car 
brought out late in the race diminished his gap. However, he still crossed 
the line in first place - marking the first ‘double’ for the team and Ellison… 

His response at the time? “It’s not been a bad weekend really, has it! 
This is the best I’ve ever done and to secure mine and the team’s first 
ever double victory is mega. It was frustrating to have the pace car 
come out in both races as it disrupted my rhythm slightly, but to leave 
Brands having won three of the first four races this year is amazing!”

Cheshire-based, Oulton Park saw yet another podium position for 
the team in race two and James Ellison taking the top spot on the 
Championship leaderboard. James Westmoreland has improved 
every round and finished within the point scoring places - 13th in race 
one and 11th in race two.

Finally getting his season underway with a brace of point scoring 
rides, James Westmoreland said: “The first race was OK, and it was 
good to finally get some points but the second race was much better 
and although it’s only eleventh place, my feeling and pace was much 
better and it was the first time I felt like I’ve had a proper race all year. 

“I’m satisfied with the progress we’ve made and the fact we’re in a 
better position and are now on the right track. I want to say a huge 
thanks to the team for being so supportive.”

Following a lengthy break, the team headed to Snetterton in June but 
unfortunately a mix of bad luck and technical gremlins denied the JG 
Speedfit duo from their previous form.

“…to secure mine and the team’s 
first ever double victory is mega.” 

BRITISH SUPERBIKE JOURNEY
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The Riders

The BSB Bike

James Ellison

Date of birth: 19th September 1980
Birth place: Lancaster
Height: 172cm 
Weight: 67kg 
First race: Elvington 1995 - 3rd place
First win: Lydden Hill 1996 
Favourite circuit: Philip Island 

With experience in the British 
Superbikes, World Supersport 
Championship, MotoGP and AMA 
Superbike Championship, James 
is a veteran in the racing paddock. 
He began his racing career at 

James Westmoreland

Date of birth: 24th June 1988
Birth place: Wyton, East Yorkshire
Height: 175cm
Weight: 64kg
First race: Moto-X June 1995 
First win: Silverstone 2005 
Racing hero: Casey Stoner  

‘Westy’, as he’s known to fans, 
has worked his way through 
the ranks of the British 
Championships including the 
competitive British 125GP field 
and Supersport class.

He stepped up to the British 
Superbike Championship in 2011.

2014 Kawasaki Ninja ZX-10R
Frame  OEM, with eternal bracing
Sub-frame OEM wasted with quick release and carbon under-tray
Fairing Frame Carbon, includes air intake & clock mount
Fuel tank  Bespoke aluminium race tank
Exhaust  Akrapovic titanium 2014 factory SBK system
Dash  Motec SDL3 with full dash surround
Potentionmeters Fork, shock, Fr & Rr wheel speed, brake pressure
Electronics Lean angle sensor, GPS, quickshifter
Bodywork 2015 CRC race bodywork, Powerbronze screens
Engine  FWR developments, Motorex oil
ECU  Motec M170, with 2015 BSB Kawasaki map
Gearbox/Clutch Nova racing
Final Drive DID chain and AFAM sprockets
Intake  K&N filter
Radiator  Bespoke Bora SBK with oil cooler
Protection GB racing covers
Yokes  Tech solutions, offset adjustment & quick release
Swing Arm Aluminium FTR with MSS axle system
Wheels  OZ 17” WSBK 6RS
Shock  Öhlins factory RSP40, quick release system
Forks  Öhlins FGR300 fork with GP valve upgrade
S/Damper Öhlins
Brake Callipers Brembo nickel 30/34 monobloc, HEL Lines
Brakes  Brembo 320mm T drive discs

Join us for breakfast on the main raceday and include your weekend entry ticket for just £25 per person. Helmet & leather storage plus 
rider meet and greets may also be available, see kawasaki-ridersclub.co.uk for more information.

the age of 15 and made his 
European Superstock debut in 
1999 - winning the title in 2000 
and 2001. 

James secured a place in the 
prestigious BSB ‘Showdown’ 
in 2013 and finished fourth 
overall, taking three victories 
and six podiums. This year 
he’s fighting for the title and 
at time of going to print, the 
Lancashire-lad is currently 
third in the championship.
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GBmoto tackle the roads too…
For the first time in the team’s history, GBmoto decided to take to 
the roads and chose Gary Johnson to ride aboard the Kawasaki 
machinery. Two-time Isle of Man TT winner Gary rode in both the 
Superbike and Superstock classes during the 2015 International 
Road Race season. 

At the North West 200, unfortunately minor technical problems 
forced Gary out of both the Superstock and Superbike race, however 
the team had been able to improve both bikes and the race provided 
crucial data for their trip to the TT. 

For many, the Isle of Man TT is the ultimate in the road racing calendar. 
Gary competed in three classes – the Supersport, Superbike and the 
Senior TT – and enabled GBmoto to join the prestigious 130mph 
club in their debut TT as he rode his fastest ever lap of the mountain 
course at 130.545mph. 

Commenting on the event, Gary Johnson, said: “I’m sure I’ll be 
capable of winning a TT race next year.”

Gary Johnson

Date of birth: 20th July 1980 
Birth place: Grimsby, Lincolnshire 
Height: 180cm 
Weight: 76kg (86kg out of season!) 
First race: 1989 – Blyton Airfield Motocross 
First win: 2003 - Carnaby 2 Airfield Auto 66 Club 
Favourite circuit: Kakaengchan, Thailand 

Since making his road racing debut in 2007, Gary joined the list of 
legendary TT winners in 2011 when he claimed his first win in the 
second Supersport race. Further podiums came in the Superbike 
TT and Superstock race at the Ulster GP. His second TT victory 
came in the 2014 Supersport class.

BRITISH SUPERBIKE JOURNEY
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Superbike race two quickly became another KRT feature as the two 
British riders separated themselves from the rest of the pack but it 
wasn’t to last as Rea’s bike slid from underneath him on lap two at 
Coppice Corner.

WSBK HOSPITALITY
For many members, the words ‘World Superbikes’ and ‘KRC’ have 
become synonymous and the UK round of the championship is likely 
to have been marked in their calendars as soon as the Worldwide 
schedule was released and 2015 was not to disappoint. We announced 
early in the year that we had secured nearly two hundred places 
within our exclusive hospitality at Donington Park which played host 
to the first ever FIM Superbike World Championship back in 1988. 
Tickets were available to purchase for members and their guests who 
wanted to come along and enjoy the racing with us from the Lower 
Goddards Suite.

Guests began arriving at the VIP carpark the minute the circuit 
gates opened, with dedicated shuttle buggies available to bring them 
through the paddock to the stairs of the hospitality area. Once in the 
courtyard they were greeted by an outdoor shop filled with Kawasaki 
clothing and accessories at special race day prices of 20% discount or 
more, to take advantage of before heading inside. The location of the 
suite was the best at the circuit for its close proximity to the track and 
superb views from the balcony, which spanned the entire way around 
from the Wheatcroft straight to the Melbourne Hairpin, Goddards and 
even had views of the pit lane. By the time breakfast had finished at 
10:00, the Superbike, Supersport and Superstock warm ups had all 
taken place.

He managed to regain control but ended up losing four places so 
was put back to seventh. Sykes quickly built up an impressive lead, 
breaking the lap record at the circuit with a time of 1:27.640 while 
Rea pushed hard, trying to get back up to the front and managed an 
impressive second position before the end of the race. 

The boys left Donington with Rea as the clear championship leader, 
with a total of 280 points after scoring eight wins in twelve races. With 
Sykes only one point behind second place with 178 points in total, they 
look forward to the rest of what looks to be a very promising season 
for the pair.

Not only did KRC guests have the pleasure of watching Sykes take 
a double first place podium at Donington for the third time from a 
viewing platform so close that he could hear them cheer as he 
rode past but they also had the chance to meet him in person. Both 
Sykes and Rea joined us in KRC hospitality at the end of the day for 
interviews and stayed to have photos taken with guests and sign 
posters and other items. 

KRC members were in prime position to watch the first Superbike 
race at 12:00 from the comfort of their very own balcony and once 
the riders had sped past, just a few metres away, you could simply 
turn around to see the live timings and full circuit coverage from one 
of four TV screens inside the hospitality. Sykes and Rea engaged in 
a battle for the number one spot, passing each other regularly, but 
Sykes pushed on and while the race was coming to a close, lunch was 
served and members helped themselves to an array of buffet food to 
then watch both Sykes and Rea take podium positions.
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KRC WSBK

“KRC members were in prime position to watch the first Superbike race at 12:00 
from the comfort of their very own balcony and once the riders had sped past, 
just a few metres away, you could simply turn around to see the live timings and 
full circuit coverage from one of four TV screens inside the hospitality.”
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Although the racing was the main focus for the day we always like 
to add a little something extra to events for KRC members and this 
one was no exception. Members and guests took part in a ‘name 
that…’ quiz covering questions about famous World and British 
Championship circuits and riders for the chance to win a signed Tom 
Sykes cap. Adding to the excitement, this was the first event of many, 
which members could tick off their ‘KRC Challenge’ list to gain points 
against their name on the leader board. The KRC Challenge has been 
recently announced and covers ten checkpoints throughout the UK 
where members can gain points for the chance to win prizes, you can 
read more about the KRC Challenge on page 29.

We would like to thank all of those who came along to the event and 
helped to make the day special. We hope you will join us again at the 
next date in the green calendar so make sure you have signed up for 
our Friday News emails to stay up to date with upcoming events.
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KRC WSBK
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